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Abstract: Investigating the favorable configurations for non-classical correlations preservation has
remained a hotly debated topic for the last decade. In this regard, we present a two-qubit Heisenberg
spin chain system exposed to a time-dependent external magnetic field. The impact of various crucial
parameters, such as initial strength and angular frequency of the external magnetic field along with
the state’s purity and anisotropy of the spin-spin on the dynamical behavior of quantum correlations
are considered. We utilize local quantum uncertainty (LQU) and quantum interferometric power
(QIP) to investigate the dynamics of quantum correlations. We show that under the critical angular
frequency of the external magnetic field and the spin-spin anisotropy, quantum correlations in the
system can be successfully preserved. LQU and QIP suffer a drop as the interaction between the
system and field is initiated, however, are quickly regained by the system. This tendency is confirmed
by computing a measure of non-classical correlations according to the Clauser–Horne–Shimony–Holt
inequality. Notably, the initial and final preserved levels of quantum correlations are only varied
when variation is caused in the state’s purity.

Keywords: non-classical correlations; local quantum uncertainty; quantum interferometric power;
Bell-nonlocality; CHSH inequality; quantum entanglement

1. Introduction

Non-classical correlations are currently the primary focus of foundational research in
the developing field of quantum information science [1]. Quantum entanglement, which
describes a specific type of non-classical correlation between quantum subsystems, has be-
come a critical resource [2,3]. Besides, entanglement has recently been generated from phys-
ical systems in quantum gravity [4], quantum fields [5], and condensed matter designs [6].
Recently, in many-body physics, optical lattice structures were found to contain experi-
mental proof of quantum entanglement between their sub-particles [7]. The fundamental
distinction between quantum and classical physics in many-body systems is provided
by the existence of a quantum correlation between them. However, geometric quantum
discord [8,9], measurement-induced non-locality (MIN) [10], measurement-induced distur-
bance [11], and so on are new types of quantum correlations that have emerged beyond
quantum entanglement and need to be correctly characterized in quantum systems of
interest.

The development of methods to measure these quantum correlations also remained
a difficult problem in quantum information sciences and the conception of techniques to
assess these non-classical correlations is still a challenging issue. As a result, local quantum
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uncertainty (LQU), a modified version of MIN, was developed, which is one of the non-
classical correlation measures with high computability power [12]. LQU captures strictly
non-classical correlations without computing their classical equivalent. This quantum
discord-type measure has the advantage that LQU estimations do not need to go through
the time-consuming optimization process. LQU also meets every condition outlined by a
qualified quantum correlations quantifier [13,14]. Determining the level of measurement
uncertainty for an observable is based on the Skew information idea, which was initially
put forward by Wigner [13,14]. The LQU measure has the advantage of being analytically
quantifiable for qubit-qudit systems [15]. The parallel between this unique quantum
correlation quantifier and quantum Fisher information (QFI), which is frequently used in
the context of quantum metrology, is particularly intriguing [16–18].

Quantum interferometric power (QIP), newly presented in Ref. [19] as a descriptor of
quantum correlations, may be used to examine the impact of non-classical correlation in
enhancing the accuracy of quantum metrology procedures. One of the reliable measures of
correlations that resemble quantum discord is the QIP measure [20]. The degree of accuracy
that a bipartite state offers to ensure the achievement of the estimation process irrespective
of the phase direction is inherently connected to the QIP since, it is described in terms of
QFI [21]. In general, QFI is used to generate the QIP, which may have a variety of intriguing
properties [22,23]. The QFI, for instance, is positive, remains invariant to local unitary
transformations, does not expand when classical operations are applied to the second qubit,
and is asymmetric with regard to the two sub-components unless symmetric quantum
states are involved [24,25].

The Heisenberg Hamiltonians have the integrable ability to precisely characterize
the spectrum of the involved systems [26–28]. This framework, which Heisenberg first
suggested it in 1928 [29], can be viewed as the paradigmatic example of a significant class of
integrable structures in low dimensions in both classical and quantum statistical mechanics
as well as field theory. In practice, they have been put to use in a variety of fields, such
as high-energy physics and condensed matter physics [30–33]. Besides, in recent years,
a strenuous effort has been made to investigate Heisenberg spin chains and significant
results have been achieved in the case of quantum correlations preservation [10,33–43].
Notably, the reduced density matrix of the spin-1 Heisenberg chains has been examined
using the techniques of quantum information theory, including by examining quantum
mutual information, quantum discord, entropic uncertainty relations, and three different
coherence measurements [44,45]. In contrast to the entanglement of formation and other
thermodynamic properties, quantum discord has been used to highlight the key sites
connected with quantum phase transitions for the XXZ Heisenberg spin chain model [46].
It is demonstrated that these tendencies are distinct from those of thermal entanglement and
the thermal quantum correlations can be produced by adjusting the external magnetic field
and the Heisenberg coupling value of the antiferromagnetic system [47]. Other examples
of generating and preserving quantum correlations in Heisenberg spin chains can be found
in Refs. [48–50].

In this work, we consider an anisotropic two-qubit Heisenberg XY model subject to
a time-dependent external magnetic field. In particular, we are interested in quantifying
the degree of preserved quantum correlations in a two-qubit Heisenberg spin chain model.
Besides, we provide the impact of spin-spin coupling strength, anisotropy of the spin-spin
parameters, and frequency of the external magnetic field on the quantum correlations
preservation strength of the Heisenberg spin chain. For this purpose, we utilize LQU and
QIP measures to quantify quantum correlations in the mentioned system. In addition,
we aim to draw a comparison of LQU and QIP measures with Bell-nonlocality violation
parameter.

We organize this work as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the quantum correlations
criteria and related mathematical quantification. Section 3 illustrates the physical model of
the system and in Section 4, the main results obtained for the system are disclosed. The
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analysis of quantum correlations with the Bell-nonlocality violation is given in Section 5.
Finally, in Section 6, some concluding remarks are provided.

2. Local Quantum Uncertainty and Quantum Interferometric Power

We start with a short overview of LQU and QIP. Indeed, LQU is a quantum discord-
like criterion of quantum correlations suggested by Girolami et al. [13]. It measures the
minimal quantum uncertainty in a considered quantum state because of the measurement
of any local observable. For a bipartite quantum state such as ρAB, the LQU is described as

LQU = min
HA

I(ρAB, HA ⊗ IB), (1)

where I(ρAB, HA ⊗ IB) = − 1
2 Tr
{[√

ρAB, HA ⊗ IB
]2} is the skew information denoting

non-commutation between the quantum state ρAB and the operator HA, which is indeed
an Hermitian operator acting on the subsystem A and IB is the common identity operator
acting on the subsystem B. It is worth mentioning that the LQU is a genuine quantifier of
quantum correlations, and it has been shown that the LQU meets all the physical conditions
of a criterion of quantum correlations [13]. For any bipartite 2⊗ d quantum systems, the
analytical formula of the LQU is presented as

LQU = 1− λmax[WAB], (2)

where λmax[WAB] is the largest eigenvalue of the 3× 3 matrix WAB whose matrix elements
are defined by

(WAB)ij = Tr
{√

ρAB

(
σi

A ⊗ IB

)√
ρAB

(
σ

j
A ⊗ IB

)}
, (3)

where σi
A and σ

j
A represent the Pauli operators of subsystem A with i(j) = {x, y, z}.

Alternatively, Gibilisco et al. [14] have also introduced another computable measure
of discord-type quantum correlations named as QIP, which is defined as the QFI over all
local Hamiltonians HA acting on part A

QIP =
1
4

min
HA

z(ρAB, HA), (4)

where the minimum z(ρAB, HA) denotes the QFI with local Hamiltonians HA acting on
part A defined as [51,52]

z(ρAB, HA) =
1
2 ∑

i,j:pi+pj 6=0

(
pi − pj

)2

pi + pj
| 〈ψi | HA ⊗ IB | ψj〉 |2, (5)

with {pi, ψi} being, respectively, the eigenvalues and eigenstates of ρAB = ∑i pi|ψi〉〈ψj|. To
minimize z(ρAB, HA), one can take the local Hamiltonian as HA = −→σ · −→r with | −→r |= 1
and −→σ = (σx, σy, σz). From this calculation, a closed formula for QIP of an arbitrary
quantum state of a bipartite system is obtained as [14,20]

QIP(ρAB) = λmin[M], (6)

where λmin[M] denotes the smallest eigenvalue of the symmetric matrix M whose matrix
elements are defined as follows [20]

Mlk =
1
2 ∑

i,j:pi+pj 6=0

(
pi − pj

)2

pi + pj
〈ψi | σl

A ⊗ IB | ψj〉〈ψj | σk
A ⊗ IB | ψi〉. (7)
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In quantum metrology, the QFI and skew information satisfy the following inequality
relation as both of them are related to the notion of quantum uncertainty [53]

I(ρ, H) ≤ z(ρ, H) ≤ 2I(ρ, H), (8)

from which one gets
LQU ≤ QIP ≤ 2LQU. (9)

3. Model and Its Solution

This section considers an anisotropic two-qubit Heisenberg XY model subject to an
external magnetic field as

H = HXY = J
(
S+

1 S−2 + S−1 S+
2
)
+ ∆

(
S+

1 S+
2 + S−1 S−2

)
+ B(Sz

1 + Sz
2), (10)

where J = (Jx + Jy)/2 is the spin-spin coupling strength, ∆ = (Jx − Jy)/2 denotes the
spin-spin anisotropy parameter, and S± = (Sx ± iSy) denotes the ladder operators with
Sx = h̄σx/2 and Sy = h̄σy/2. Here, we consider the time-dependent external magnetic
field as

B ≡ B(t) = b cos(ωt), (11)

where b and ω indicate the initial strength and angular frequency of the external magnetic
field, respectively.

The time evolution of the system is given by (setting h̄ = 1)

ρ(t) = exp
[
−i
∫ t

0
Hdt′

]
ρ(0) exp

[
i
∫ t

0
Hdt′

]
, (12)

where ρ(0) is the initial density matrix. Let us assume that the qubits are initially prepared
in a Werner state

ρ(0) =
1− r

4
I + r | Φ〉〈Φ |, (13)

in which r is the purity factor in the range of 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 and | Φ〉 = (| 00〉+ | 11〉)/
√

2 is a
Bell state. Now, equipped with the Equations (12) and (13), we can get the density matrix
of the time-evolved system in the following form

ρ(t) =


ϑ+ 0 0 X− iY
0 ζ 0 0
0 0 ζ 0

X + iY 0 0 ϑ−

, (14)

where

ϑ± =
1 + r

4
± rb∆ωt sin (ωt) sin2 (2µ/ω)

2µ2 ,

ζ =
1− r

4
,

X =
r
2

[
1− b2 sin2 (ωt) sin2 (2µ/ω)

µ2

]
,

Y =
rb2 sin (ωt) sin (2µ/ω)

2µ
, (15)

with µ =
√
(∆ωt)2 + b2 sin2 (ωt). To obtain the explicit expression of LQU, we first

compute the elements of Equation (3). It is easy to check that

W11 = W22 =
χ−
4

, W33 =
χ+

4
+

(ϑ+ − ϑ−)2 − 4(X2 + Y2)

2α
, (16)
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with
χ± =

(
α + 2

√
ζ
)2
±
(

α− 2
√

ζ
)2

,

and

α =

(
2
√

ϑ+ϑ− − (X2 + Y2) + ϑ+ + ϑ−

)1/2
.

From the above expressions, the LQU reads

LQU[ρ(t)] = 1−max{W11, W33}. (17)

Similarly, to obtain the explicit form of QIP, one should compute the elements of the matrix
M. Having Equation (7), we can obtain

M11 = M22 =
(ζ − η+)2

ζ + η+
+

(ζ − η−)2

ζ + η−
, M33 =

4(X2 + Y2)

ϑ+ + ϑ−
, (18)

with

η± =
1
2

(
ϑ+ + ϑ− ±

√
(ϑ+ − ϑ−)2 + 4(X2 + Y2)

)
.

Hence, we have
QIP[ρ(t)] = min{M11, M33}. (19)

4. Main Results: Key Discussions

In this section, we provide the main results obtained for the final density matrix given
in Equation (14). For the time evolution of quantum correlations and their estimation, we
used LQU and QIP measures given in Equations (17) and (19).

In Figure 1, we disclose the dynamics of LQU and QIP in a two-qubit Heisenberg spin
chain when influenced by an external magnetic. In the current case, we specifically focus
on different fixed values of the angular frequency ω of the external magnetic field on the
dynamics of the system. Initially, the system remains partially correlated, as we have set
r = 0.9. For each different value of ω, the initial non-classical correlations measured by
LQU remain the same, while the same can be deduced for the QIP. Besides, the two-qubit
correlations suffer a sudden decrease when the interaction between the system and the
time-dependent external magnetic field is initiated. However, because of the angular
frequency of the external magnetic field, the slopes become reversed after the maximum
loss and reach their initial level of quantum correlations. The rest of the dynamical maps of
the LQU and QIP quantum correlations either saturate and flow steadily or show revivals
with time, depending on the strength of the angular frequency. For example, for the lower
ω strength, the state achieves its final saturation levels later and so the opposite occurs
for the higher values of ω. Hence, the final saturation levels and their dynamical maps
of LQU and QIP are mainly dependent upon the strength of the angular frequency of the
external magnetic field. Finally, in Figure 1c, we set the ω parameter to extreme values. For
instance, we set ω = π (solid lines) and π/10 (dashed lines), and one can easily deduce
that the achievement of the final saturation levels is directly dependent upon the ω values.
As for ω = π/10, LQU and QIP suffer from fewer revivals and achieve the initial level of
quantum correlations slower. Besides this, the difference between the quantum correlations
detection by the LQU and QIP measures is more evident in Figure 1c, however, the fact
remains true that both show consistent dynamical maps of quantum correlations in the
two-qubit spin chain system.
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LQU(t, ω)

ω = π /6 ω = π /4 ω = π /2
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t (a)
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t (c)

Figure 1. LQU and QIP as a function of time versus different values of ω. LQU (a) and QIP (b). Graph
(c): ω = π (solid lines) and ω = π/10 (dashed lines). For all plots r = 0.9, b = 0.5, and ∆ = 0.5.

Figure 2 discloses the time evolution of LQU and QIP measures when primarily
characterized by the initial strength of the external magnetic field, namely b. Initially,
the state remains non-maximally correlated and agrees with Figure 1, because we have
set the purity factor as r = 0.9. As the interaction between the system and the external
magnetic field is switched on, quantum correlations encoded initially in the state start
decaying immediately. However, with time, the reversal of quantum correlations loss
occurs and the state again becomes quantum correlated as was encoded initially. The
minima of the slopes for both LQU and QIP seem dependent upon the relative values of
parameter b. As one can see for b = 1.0, the associated minima have an insignificant depth
while for b = 0.2 and b = 0.6, larger minima occur. Nevertheless, LQU and QIP quickly
achieve the final saturation levels for the lower initial magnetic field strength b = 0.2 when
compared to the higher values of this parameter. Hence, quantum correlations preservation
in the considered system can be greatly enhanced by decreasing the initial strength of the
magnetic field. Finally, in Figure 2c, we set two extreme values for the initial external
magnetic field which are b = 0.1 (solid lines) and b = 0.9 (dashed lines). One can readily
deduce that the dynamical maps of LQU and QIP agree. However, the degree of quantum
correlations detected by the two measures does not match, whose root can be found in
inequality (9).

In Figure 3, we investigate the impact of the anisotropy of the system on the dynamics
of quantum correlations in the two-qubit Heisenberg spin chain using LQU and QIP
measures. In agreement with Figures 1 and 2, the system remains partially quantum
correlated because of setting the purity parameter as r = 0.9. At the onset, as the interaction
between the system and the time-dependent external magnetic field starts, a drop in
quantum correlations occurs. The corresponding minimum of the LQU and QIP further
depends upon the strength of the anisotropy of the system. For example, for the lower
∆ values, the LQU and QIP have a larger amplitude. On the other hand, for higher ∆
magnitudes, the relative amplitude becomes insignificant. This indicates that the drop of
quantum correlations at initial interaction times of the Heisenberg spin chain when exposed
to an external magnetic field can be readily controlled by enhancing the anisotropy of the
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system. Besides, the overall dynamical map of quantum correlations exhibits a revival
character but the strength of the revival is encountered to be varied with variation in ∆. For
lower ∆ values, the dynamical map of the system exhibits revivals with larger amplitudes
and the opposite occurs for higher ∆ strengths. Finally, for the strong anisotropy parameter
∆, quantum correlations quickly reach their final saturation level and the opposite occurs
for the weak spin-spin anisotropy strengths. In Figure 3c, we employ two extreme values
of the anisotropy strengths, i.e., the weak anisotropy strength ∆ = 0.1 and the strong
anisotropy strength ∆ = 2.0. In the weak anisotropy regime, LQU and QIP achieve very
smaller levels while for the higher anisotropy strengths, the higher levels of quantum
correlations are achieved. Hence, the degree of quantum correlations at a specific interval
of time is largely dependent upon the ∆ parameter and the optimal degree of them can be
obtained at the higher spin-spin anisotropy strength.

We analyze the time-evolution of the quantum correlations functions LQU [Figure 4a]
and QIP [Figure 4b] in a two-qubit Heisenberg spin chain system when influenced by
an external magnetic field. In particular, we are interested in finding the impact of the
purity parameter r on the degree of preservation of quantum correlations in the mentioned
system. Unlike the previous cases, namely Figures 1–3, we obtain different values of initial
quantum correlations in the state depending on the parameter r. As can be seen for r = 1
at t = 0, the state is maximally correlated/entangled [see Equation (13)], however, for all
r < 1, the state exhibits a partial degree of quantum correlations. Besides, the amplitude
of the revivals for higher r values remains larger while becoming smaller for low r values.
Hence, the revival character of quantum correlations in the given state is also influenced by
the purity of the system. It becomes clearer in Figure 4c where a large variation between
the degree of quantum correlations and associated revival character has been noticed when
the purity of the state is assumed at 0.8 (solid lines) and 0.4 (dashed lines).

LQU(t, b)

b = 0.2 b = 0.6 b = 1.0

0 2 4 6 8 10

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

t (a)

QIP(t, b)

b = 0.2 b = 0.6 b = 1.0

0 2 4 6 8 10
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

t (b)

LQU(t, b) QIP(t, b)

0 2 4 6 8 10
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

t (c)

Figure 2. LQU and QIP as a function of time versus different values of b. LQU (a) and QIP (b). Graph
(c): b = 0.1 (solid lines) and b = 0.9 (dashed lines). For all plots r = 0.9, ω = π/6, and ∆ = 0.5.
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LQU(t, Δ)
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Figure 3. LQU and QIP as a function of time versus different values of ∆. LQU (a) and QIP (b). Graph
(c): ∆ = 0.1 (solid lines) and ∆ = 2.0 (dashed lines). For all plots r = 0.9, ω = π/6, and b = 0.5.

LQU(t, r)

r = 1.0 r = 0.7 r = 0.5

0 2 4 6 8 10
0.0

0.2
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Figure 4. LQU and QIP as a function of time versus different values of r. LQU (a) and QIP (b). Graph
(c): r = 0.8 (solid lines) and r = 0.4 (dashed lines). For all plots ∆ = 0.5, ω = π/6, and b = 0.5.

5. Analysis of Quantum Correlations with the Bell-Nonlocality Violation Parameter

The analysis presented in Section 4 can be further expanded by including the Bell
parameter, denoted by B(ρ), which provides information about the existence of non-
classical correlations in the system described by the density matrix ρ. A specific expres-
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sion to quantify the Bell-nonlocality violation for a quantum state ρ can be written as
B(ρ) = 2

√
M(ρ) [54], where the function M(ρ) measures the degree of violation of the

Bell-nonlocality for a bipartite state. Clearly, when M(ρ) > 1, we can announce the viola-
tion of the Bell inequality. For ρ that belongs to the class of X–states, the function M(ρ) can
be expressed in the following form [55]

M(ρ) := max
{

8(|ρ14|2 + |ρ23|2), 4(|ρ14|+ |ρ23|)2 + (ρ11 + ρ44 − ρ22 − ρ33)
2
}

. (20)

The Formula (20) allows one to compute a non-classical correlation measure that
depends directly on the elements of the density matrix. If we know the dynamical map
that represents quantum evolution of our system, we can quantify correlations in the time
domain. Consequently, by following the formula for time-evolution of the initial density
matrix (14), we can obtain

B[ρ(t)] = 2
√

max{8(|X|2 + |Y|2), 4(|X|2 + |Y|2) + r2}, (21)

where r represents the purity factor and X and Y were defined in (15).
The parameter (21) indicates, at an arbitrary time instant t, the maximum achievable

violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality proposed by Clauser, Horne, Shimony and Holt [56].
In Figure 5, we compare the impact of ω on the Bell parameter. We have selected an

initial state such that r = 0.9. Then, for three values of the angular frequency of the external
magnetic field, ω, we follow the nonlocal correlations in the time domain. For ω = π/10,
we witness a significant drop in the value of the Bell parameter, which corresponds to the
tendencies presented in Figure 1. On the other hand, for ω = π, we observe only minor
oscillations of the Bell parameter. Ultimately, all plots converge, which means that the
initial degree of nonlocality is regained as the evolution continues. The Bell parameter,
which is a typical entanglement measure, features the same tendencies as LQU and QIP,
which were presented in Figure 1.

ω = π

10

ω = π

5

ω = π

0 2 4 6 8 10
2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

t

ℬ
[ρ
(t
)]

Figure 5. B[ρ(t)] for three values of ω. The other parameters are r = 0.9, b = 0.5, and ∆ = 0.5.

Moreover, in Figure 6, we present the results obtained for three different values of b,
which represents the initial strength of the magnetic field. As for b = 0.1, we notice only
minor oscillations in the degree of nonlocality, which is consistent with the plots given in
Figure 2. For b = 0.5, we have a deep decline of nonlocality in the initial period. However,
B[ρ(t)] quickly regains the initial value, and the amplitude of the oscillations tends to
decrease later on. When b = 0.9, the Bell-nonlocality parameter obeys the same tendencies
as LQU and QIP presented in Figure 2.

Furthermore, in Figure 7, we investigate how the Bell parameter is affected by the
anisotropy of the system denoted by ∆. When ∆ = 2, we have only minor oscillations,
which become more significant if we reduce the value of anisotropy to 1. For ∆ = 0.1, we
witness a considerable fall in the Bell-nonlocality. We observe that B[ρ(t)] ≈ 2 for t ∈ (1, 4),
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which means that the system has the least quantum correlations for this period of time (see
also Figure 3). However, as the evolution keeps on, the system regains its quantumness.

Eventually, we compare the trajectories of the Bell parameter for three input states in
Figure 8. In particular, r = 1 corresponds to the maximally entangled state and r = 0.8, 0.4
represent partially mixed states. We see that when the purity of the input state decreases,
the initial value of the non-classical correlations declines but also the oscillations tend to be
smaller. The fact that the plot of B[ρ(t)] becomes smoother when the purity is reduced is
consistent with the observations related to Figure 4.
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In most of the previous papers, the Heisenberg spin chains have been found to either
completely lose the initially encoded quantum correlation or exhibit some lower levels of
it. For example, in Refs. [57–60], quantum coherence and non-classical correlations either
face a complete death or achieve lower quantum correlations. In contrast, we presented a
two-qubit XY Heisenberg spin chain system which regains the initially encoded quantum
correlations after a definite interaction time with the external magnetic field. Moreover,
we have analyzed the impact of the angular frequency and the initial strength of the
external magnetic field on the dynamics of the system, which has rarely been examined
in the studied configurations. Finally, we have illustrated the capacities of the LQU and
QIP measures to detect quantum correlations and then we compared them with the Bell-
nonlocality violation parameter.

6. Conclusions

We have investigated the time-based dynamics of quantum correlations initially en-
coded in a two-qubit Heisenberg spin chain system when exposed to a time-dependent
external magnetic field. We employed LQU and QIP criteria for the measurement of
quantum correlations in the considered system. The impact of various parameters of the
Heisenberg spin chain system and the initial state, such as spin-spin anisotropy strength,
initial strength and angular frequency of external magnetic field, and state’s purity on
the dynamics of quantum correlations have been studied. Additionally, the findings were
confirmed by computing the Bell-nonlocality violation parameter.

We have shown that the current configuration of the Heisenberg spin chain system ex-
posed to the current magnetic field remains a vital resource for the preservation of quantum
correlations. However, various parameters of the configuration have been found to influ-
ence the preservation degree of quantum correlations. For example, for the lower angular
frequency and initial strength of the anisotropy, the associated quantum correlations reach
the final saturation level with fewer revivals taking a longer time. For the higher strengths
of the forenamed parameters, the dynamical maps of quantum correlations exhibit a greater
number of revivals and reach their final maximum saturation levels faster. The purity
parameter, on the other hand, regulates the initial as well as the latter levels of quantum
correlations preserved in the system. Overall, the quantum correlations preservation in the
current Heisenberg spin chain system can be enhanced by the higher values of the state’s
purity, angular frequency of the external magnetic field, and anisotropy of the system. In
other words, by a properly engineered environment, we can control quantum correlations
to guarantee that the degree of nonlocality will be regained during the evolution.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

LQU Local quantum uncertainty
MIN measurement-induced non-locality
QFI quantum Fisher information
QIP Quantum interferometric power
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